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UNLAWFUL BANKRUPTCY LEADS TO CITIZENS ARREST1 - DUE TO SERIOUS BREACHES OF LAW BY PUBLIC AUTHORITIES
On 22nd Feb 2011, Mr Gedaljahu Ebert2 from North London, will take the law
into his hands by means of a citizens arrest that he has announced to the
Home Secretary Teresa May MP3.
Mr Ebert owned a property management business with some 30 employees
which was highly successful. However, he had an enemy who used the
services of public authorities such that they led to a bankruptcy that was
fraudulent, since there was no debt. Stunned by the experience, Mr Ebert
studied all the laws involved and discovered that
Regarding his property – where he plans to stage the citizens arrest with the aid of the “Battle Bus”
o The Police evicted him and his family without the papers required by law
o A new building was erected on his land without appropriate planning permission
o Crime reports have not been investigated by the Police
o His Local Council admitted to the criminal activities but did not do anything about it.
Regarding his bankruptcy – as pointed out by us to the Lord Chancellor4
o Documents are being sealed with HM seal without the evidence required
o Sealed documents are being accepted at face value as if they were true
o Resulting summary judgements of no prospect of success or without merit are a ‘code’
to deny victims access to justice and a fair trial which is a fundamental human right.
Mr Ebert has sadly discovered that LOTS of people have gone through similar experiences. He has since tried
to help a fair number of them. Even sadder though, is the fact that victims are being fobbed off and sent
from one authority that is “not responsible” to another. Hence the Forum for Stable Currencies is
campaigning for a Public Inquiry into White Collar Crime5.
The above is a symptom of the real problem: the immunity from prosecution that is enjoyed by public
authorities. This has been enshrined by the Royal Charter6 and bestowed on more than 1000 organisations:
first to the City of London (1067), then the Bank of England (1694) and then the Law Society (1845).
This illustrates the tipping point that society has reached where nobody controls the controllers or regulates
the regulators, except money. The City of London is expected to operate according to “self-regulation”. The
Bank of England is assumed to work for the good of the nation, while it contravenes the Bank of England Act
16947 and aids in seemingly legalised fraudulent operations. Lawyers and judges are supposed to deliver
justice, but websites such as Solicitors from Hell8, Crooked Lawyers9 and Scotland against Crooked Lawyers10.
But in a system of Dishonest Money 11, where public debts are created without creating the interest, those
who have jobs in the Establishment will do anything to keep them, as they bow to those with the deepest
pockets. For money makes the world go round12, even or especially because its creation is possibly the
biggest white collar crime – or at least the contemporary version of The Emperors New Clothes13.
For further details please, contact Sabine K McNeill, National Co-ordinator, Forum for Stable Currencies,
on 07968 039 141.
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